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Abstra t
We de ne a lass of program s hemes, NPSB, as the union of an in nite hierar hy of
lasses of program s hemes NPSB(1)  NPSB(2)  : : :, where our program s hemes are
built around `high-level' programming onstru ts su h as arrays, while-loops, assignments,
and non-determinism, and take nite stru tures as their inputs. Every program s heme of
NPSB(i) is a tually also a program s heme of an existing lass of program s hemes NPSA(i),
with NPSA de ned analogously to NPSB. It has previously been shown that the lass of
problems a epted by the program s hemes of NPSA: is ontained in PSPACE; an be
realized as the lass of problems de nable by the senten es of a ertain ve torized Lindstrom
logi ; and has a zero-one law. We prove here that the lass of problems a epted by the
program s hemes of NPSB is ontained within the omplexity lass LNP and an also be
realized as the lass of problems de nable by the senten es of a ertain ve torized Lindstrom
logi ; and we exhibit a problem from NPSB(1) that is not de nable in bounded-variable
in nitary logi (whi h is the sour e of many zero-one laws in nite model theory). Furthermore, we prove that the omplexity-theoreti question of whether NP equals PSPACE is
equivalent to the logi al question of whether the lasses of problems a epted by the program
s hemes of NPSB(1) and NPSA(1) are identi al; and that these latter lasses of problems are
none other than NP\EXT and PSPACE\EXT , respe tively, where EXT is the lass of
all problems losed under extensions. A orollary is that the lasses of problems NP\EXT
and PSPACE\EXT an be aptured by logi s (in the sense of Gurevi h).

1 Introdu tion
Program s hemes are models of omputation de ned around `high-level' programming
onstru ts su h as arrays, while-loops, assignments, non-determinism and so on, and
whi h take nite stru tures (over some xed signature) as their inputs. These nite
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stru tures need not ome equipped with a linear ordering of their elements (as is essentially the ase when inputs are presented to Turing ma hines). The variables of any
program s heme take values from the universe of the input stru ture. In a re ent series
of papers, various lasses of program s hemes have been shown to have a very lose
relationship with some of the logi s onsidered in nite model theory. For example, it
was proven in [3℄ that a lass of program s hemes NPS, de ned around while-loops,
assignments, onditional instru tions and non-determinism, a ept pre isely the same
lass of problems as is de nable by the senten es of Immerman's transitive losure
logi (see [11℄); and if we allow these program s hemes to have a ess to a sta k then
the resulting lass of program s hemes, NPSS, a epts the lass of problems de nable by the senten es of path system logi (whi h has previously been studied in, for
example, [9, 13, 18℄). In [21℄, it was proven that a lass of program s hemes NPSA,
de ned by allowing the program s hemes of NPS to have a ess to arrays, a epts a
lass of problems realizable as the lass of problems de nable by the senten es of a
ertain ve torized Lindstrom logi ; and that even though this lass of problems has
a zero-one law, there exist problems in this lass not de nable in bounded-variable
in nitary logi L!1! (many of the logi s of nite model theory whi h have zero-one
laws do so be ause they are essentially fragments of L!1! : see, for example, [5℄). In
the presen e of a built-in su essor relation (or, equivalently, on the lass of ordered
nite stru tures), our lasses of program s hemes NPS, NPSS and NPSA apture the
omplexity lasses NL, P and PSPACE, respe tively [11, 16, 18℄.
In this paper, we restri t the program s hemes of NPSA, to obtain a lass of
program s hemes NPSB, by for ing our program s hemes to be, in a sense, `writeon e'. That is, there are two distin t onstants, 0 and max, available in every program
s heme so that initially every array element (and variable) has the value 0 and the
only assignment instru tions allowed whi h write to array elements are ones whi h set
an array element to the value max. Hen e, on e an array element has been set to the
value max, it stays at max thereafter. It turns out that restri ting array assignments
in this way drops us down from PSPACE to LNP (the omplexity lass, ontained in
the se ond level of the Polynomial Hierar hy, onsisting of all those problems a epted
by logspa e deterministi ora le Turing ma hines with a ess to an ora le from NP)
in that every problem de nable by a program s heme of NPSB is in LNP (in the
presen e of a built-in su essor relation, the lass of program s hemes NPSB aptures
the omplexity lass LNP ).
Our lasses of program s hemes NPSA and NPSB are a tually unions of hierarhies of lasses of program s hemes, namely NPSA = [1
i=1 NPSA(i) and NPSB =
[1
NPSB(
i
),
where
NPSB(
i
)

NPSA(
i
),
for
all
i
.
We
show that the rst levi=1
els of these hierar hies, NPSA(1) and NPSB(1), have equivalent hara terizations as
the lasses of problems PSPACE\EXT and NP\EXT , respe tively, where EXT
is the lass of all problems that are losed under extensions. This fa t enables us
to obtain a logi al equivalen e of an open omplexity-theoreti problem: we prove
that NP = PSPACE if, and only if, the lasses of problems a epted by the program s hemes of NPSB(1) and NPSA(1), namely PSPACE\EXT and NP\EXT ,
are identi al. Note that the lasses of problems a epted by the program s hemes
of NPSB(1) and NPSA(1) have a zero-one law; in fa t, all su h problems are losed
under extensions and so they have what might be termed a `one-law'! We remark
that the above equivalen e is indeed a `logi al' equivalen e in that there are logi s,
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in the sense of Gurevi h [10℄, de ning the lasses of problems PSPACE\EXT and
NP\EXT (these logi s are a tually sub- lasses of the lasses of program s hemes

NPSA(1) and NPSB(1): as to why the lasses of program s hemes NPSA(1) and
NPSB(1) might not be logi s, the reader is referred to Se tion 3). The fa t that
the lasses of problems PSPACE\EXT and NP\EXT an be aptured by logi s is
interesting in its own right.
Our logi al equivalen e result, mentioned in the previous paragraph, should be
ompared with Abiteboul and Vianu's seminal result, in [1℄, that P = PSPACE if,
and only if, indu tive xed-point logi has the same expressibility as partial xed-point
logi (on the lass of all nite stru tures). Again, note that the lasses of problems
de nable by the senten es of indu tive xed-point logi and partial xed-point logi
have zero-one laws (essentially be ause indu tive xed-point logi and partial xedpoint logi an be regarded as fragments of L!1! ). Abiteboul, Vardi and Vianu [2℄
and Dawar [4℄ subsequently related numerous open omplexity-theoreti questions,
involving omplexity lasses ranging from P up to EXPTIME, with logi al ones
where the logi s involved are essentially all fragments of L!1! . Our result is very
di erent in that it involves logi s not realizable as fragments of L!1! and whi h have
a `one-law' as opposed to a zero-one law.
This paper is organised as follows. In the next se tion, we de ne basi results
and notions from nite model theory (and, of parti ular relevan e to this paper, we
detail Gurevi h's de nition of what it means to be a `logi ' in the ontext of apturing
omplexity lasses). In Se tion 3, we de ne our lasses of program s hemes, prove
that (some of) our lasses of problems an be aptured by logi s and also prove our
Abiteboul-Vianu-style hara terization. In Se tion 4, we prove a strong ompleteness
result for the lass of problems a epted by the program s hemes of NPSB(1) before
exhibiting a ve torized Lindstrom logi apturing the lass of problems a epted by
the program s hemes of NPSB. We give our on lusions in Se tion 5.

2 Preliminaries
The main referen e texts for the basi on epts, notions and results of nite model
theory are [5, 12℄ and it is to these books that we refer the reader for additional
information. However, we give the de nitions relating to this paper in some detail
below as it is often the ase that more generality is required than in [5, 12℄, and we
also need some notions not de ned in those texts.
Ordinarily, a signature  is a tuple hR1 ; : : : ; Rr ; C1 ; : : : ; C i, where ea h Ri is a
relation symbol, of arity ai , and ea h Cj is a onstant symbol. First-order logi over
the signature  , FO( ), onsists of those formulae built from atomi formulae over 
using ^, _, :, 8 and 9; and FO = [fFO() :  is some signatureg.
A nite stru ture A over the signature , or -stru ture , onsists of a nite universe or domain jAj together with a relation Ri of arity ai , for every relation symbol
Ri of , and a onstant Cj 2 jAj, for every onstant symbol Cj (by an abuse of
notation, we do not usually distinguish between onstants and relations, CjA and RiA ,
and onstant and relation symbols, Cj and Ri ). A nite stru ture A whose domain
onsists of n distin t elements has size n, and we denote the size of A by jAj also (this
does not ause onfusion). We only ever onsider nite stru tures of size at least 2,
and the lass of all nite stru tures of size at least 2 over the signature  is denoted
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STRUCT(). A problem over some signature  onsists of a sub- lass of STRUCT()
that is losed under isomorphism; that is, if A is in the problem then so is every
isomorphi opy of A. Throughout, all our stru tures are nite.
The lass of problems de ned by the senten es of FO is denoted by FO also, and
we do likewise for other logi s (and lasses of program s hemes). It is widely a knowledged that, as a means for de ning problems, rst-order logi leaves a lot to be
desired; espe ially when we have in mind developing a relationship between omputational omplexity and logi al de nability. For example, every rst-order de nable
problem (more pre isely, an en oding of any rst-order de nable problem) an be
a epted by a logspa e deterministi Turing ma hine yet there are (en odings of)
problems in the omplexity lass L whi h an not be de ned in rst-order logi (one
su h being the problem onsisting of all those stru tures, over any signature, that
have even size). Consequently, a number of methods have been developed so as to
in rease de nability.
One method is to extend rst-order logi using a ve torized sequen e of Lindstrom
quanti ers orresponding to some problem ; or, as we prefer, an operator for short.
Suppose that is over the signature , where  = hR1 ; : : : ; Rr ; C1 ; : : : ; C i, as above.
The logi ( ) [FO℄ onsists of those formulae built using the usual onstru ts of
rst-order logi and also the operator , where the operator is applied as follows.
 Suppose that 1 (x1 ; y); : : : ; r (xr ; y) are formulae of ( ) [FO℄ su h that:
{ ea h xi is a kai -tuple of distin t variables, for some xed k  1;
{ y is an m-tuple of distin t variables, for some m  0, ea h of whi h is
di erent from any variable of x1 ; : : : ; xr ; and
{ all free variables of any i are ontained in either xi or y.
 Suppose that d1 ; : : : ; d are k-tuples of variables and onstant symbols (whi h
need not be distin t).
 Then
[x1 (x1 ; y); : : : ; xr r (xr ; y)℄(d1 ; : : : ; d )
is a formula of ( ) [FO℄ whose free variables are the variables of y together
with any other variables appearing in d1 ; : : : ; d .
If  is a senten e of the form [x1 (x1 ); : : : ; xr r (xr )℄(d1 ; : : : ; d ), as above, over
some signature 0 then we interpret  in a 0 -stru ture A as follows (note that as 
is a senten e, the variables of y are absent and the tuples d1 ; : : : ; d , whi h are only
there if there are onstant symbols in , onsist entirely of onstant symbols of 0 ).
First, we build a -stru ture (A).
 The domain of the -stru ture (A) is jAjk .
 The relation Ri of (A) is de ned via:
{ for any u 2 j(A)jai = jAjkai , Ri (u) holds in (A) if, and only if, i (u)
holds in A.
 The onstant Cj of (A) is de ned via:
4

{ Cj is the interpretation of the tuple of onstants dj in A.

We de ne that A j=  if, and only if, (A) 2 (the situation where  has free
variables is similar ex ept that  is interpreted in expansions of 0 -stru tures by
an appropriate number of onstants). We all logi s su h as ( ) [FO℄ ve torized
Lindstrom logi s . We shall also be interested in fragments of ve torized Lindstrom
logi s where: the formulae are su h that the operator does not appear within the
s ope of a negation sign, namely  [FO℄ (the positive fragment of ( ) [FO℄); and
further the formulae are su h that there are no nestings of the operator , namely
1 [FO℄ (the positive unnested fragment of ( ) [FO℄).
It an be the ase that (a fragment of) a ve torized Lindstrom logi ( ) [FO℄
has a very straightforward normal form; a normal form whi h obviates the need to
nest appli ations of the operator and whi h tells us something about the `degree of
diÆ ulty' of the parti ular problem with respe t to the lass of problems de ned by
the senten es of the logi . For example, suppose that every problem in (a fragment of)
( ) [FO℄ an be de ned by a senten e of the form [x1 1 (x1 ); : : : ; xr r (xr )℄(d1 ;
: : : ; d ), as above, ex ept where ea h i is quanti er-free rst-order. Then we say that
the problem is omplete for (the fragment of) ( ) [FO℄ via quanti er-free rstorder translations . This is dire tly analogous to ompleteness for some omplexity
lass via some resour e-bounded redu tion: in fa t, as we shall see, su h normal forms
an often yield very strong omplexity-theoreti ompleteness results.
Ve torized Lindstrom logi s have been studied quite extensively in nite model
theory and a whole range of omplexity lasses have been aptured , i.e., hara terized,
by ve torized Lindstrom logi s (see, for example, [8, 11, 14, 15℄ and the referen es
therein). However, some (though not all) of these hara terizations only hold in the
presen e of a built-in su essor relation. Consider some ve torized Lindstrom logi
( ) [FO℄. To say that this logi has a built-in su essor relation , whi h we denote
by ( ) [FOs ℄, means that no matter whi h signature 0 we are working over, there is
always a binary relation symbol su and two onstant symbols 0 and max available
(none of whi h is in 0 ) su h that su is always interpreted as a su essor relation
with least element 0 and greatest element max in any 0 -stru ture. That is, for any
0 -stru ture of size n, su is always of the form f(0; u1); (u1 ; u2 ); : : : ; (un 2 ; max)g,
where the elements of f0; u1; u2; : : : ; un 2; maxg are distin t. However, there is a
further semanti stipulation on the senten es of ( ) [FOs ℄: we only onsider as wellformed those senten es for whi h the interpretation in any stru ture is independent
of the parti ular su essor relation hosen. For example, de ne the problem TC over
the signature 2++ = hE; C; Di, where E is a binary relation symbol and C and
D are onstant symbols, as onsisting of all those 2++ -stru tures for whi h, when
onsidered as digraphs in the natural way, there is a dire ted path from the vertex C to
the vertex D. Then the following senten e is a well-formed senten e of (TC) [FOs ℄
(as it is invariant with respe t to su ):
TC[(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )(x1 = 0 ^ y1 = max ^ su (x2 ; y2 ))
_(x1 = max ^ y1 = 0 ^ su (x2 ; y2))℄(0; 0; max; max);
and it de nes the problem over the empty signature onsisting of those stru tures of
even size. (Note that in [5℄, for example, the me hanism by whi h a su essor relation
is introdu ed into a logi is slightly di erent from how we have des ribed here in
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that only problems on ordered stru tures are ever onsidered. Nevertheless, the two
approa hes essentially amount to the same thing. Note also that other relations an
be built into logi s in the same way as is a su essor relation; or even just two distin t
onstants an be built in.)
From a logi al perspe tive, there is a problem with our built-in su essor relation in
the following sense. Given a senten e of rst-order logi in whi h the relation symbol
su appears (and in whi h other onstant and relation symbols might appear), it
is a tually unde idable as to whether the senten e is invariant with respe t to su
(see, for example, [5℄). That is, there does not exist an e e tive enumeration of the
well-formed senten es of FOs . Given this fa t, it is highly debatable as to whether any
`logi ' ( ) [FOs ℄ should really be alled a logi ; and it is an open question urrently
o upying mu h resear h a tivity as to whether there a tually exists a logi apturing
the omplexity lass P (or indeed any omplexity lass ontained in NP, where by
` ontained in' we really mean ` ontained in but expe ted to be di erent from'; as NP
itself an be aptured by a logi , one su h being existential se ond-order logi ). Of
ourse, in order to make sense of this question, one needs to be more pre ise as to
what one means by a `logi '. Gurevi h [10℄ has proposed the following de nition for
a logi (in the ontext of apturing omplexity lasses) and this de nition (whi h has
been widely adopted) is as follows. A logi L is given by a pair of fun tions (Sen; Sat)
satisfying the following onditions. The fun tion Sen asso iates with every signature
 a re ursive set Sen() whose elements are alled L-senten es over . The fun tion
Sat asso iates with every signature a re ursive relation Sat (A; '), where A is a stru ture and ' is a senten e of L. We say that A satis es ' (and write A j= ') if
Sat (A; ') holds. Furthermore, we require that Sat (A; ') if, and only if, Sat (B; ')
when A and B are isomorphi . We shall return to this de nition later when we de ne
our lasses of program s hemes. (Note that, notwithstanding the above dis ussion,
we still refer to ( ) [FOs ℄ as a logi on the grounds of onvenien e.)
Returning to ve torized Lindstrom logi s and normal forms, Theorem 1, below,
is an example of a normal form result. De ne the problem CUB, over the signature
2 = hE i, where E is a binary relation symbol, as follows.
CUB = fG 2 STRUCT(2 ) : the graph G has a subset of edges indu ing a
regular subgraph of degree 3g
(think of a 2 -stru ture G as en oding an undire ted graph via: `there is an edge
(u; v) if, and only if, E (u; v) _ E (v; u) holds in G ').
Theorem 1 [19℄ The omplexity lass NP is identi al to the lass of problems de ned
by the senten es of CUB  [FO s ℄; and any problem in NP an be de ned by a senten e
of CUB 1 [FO s ℄ of the form
CUB [x; y (x; y)℄;
where jxj = jyj = k , for some k  1, and is a quanti er-free formula of FO s .
Hen e, CUB  [FO s ℄ = CUB 1 [FO s ℄ and CUB is omplete for NP via quanti er-free
rst-order translations with su essor.

Note that Theorem 1 subsumes the `traditional' known omplexity-theoreti result
that CUB is omplete for NP via logspa e redu tions (a result attributed to Chvatal
in [7℄). We shall need Theorem 1 later on.
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3 Program s hemes
Program s hemes are more ` omputational' means for de ning lasses of problems
than are logi al formulae. A program s heme  2 NPSA(1) involves a nite set
fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g of variables , for some k  1, and is over a signature . It onsists of
a nite sequen e of instru tions where ea h instru tion, apart from the rst and the
last, is one of the following:
 an assignment instru tion of the form `xi := y', where i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg and
where y is a variable from fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g, a onstant symbol of  or one of the
spe ial onstant symbols 0 and max whi h do not appear in any signature;
 an assignment instru tion of the form `xi := A[y1 ; y2 ; : : : ; yd ℄' or `A[y1 ; y2 ; : : : ;
yd ℄ := y0 ', for some i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg, where ea h yj is a variable from fx1 ; x2 ;
: : : ; xk g, a onstant symbol of  or one of the spe ial onstant symbols 0 and
max whi h do not appear in any signature, and where A is an array symbol of
arity d;
 a guess instru tion of the form `guess xi ', where i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg; or
 a while instru tion of the form `while ' do 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; q od', where ' is
a quanti er-free formula of FO( [ f0; maxg), whose free variables are from
fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g, and where ea h of 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; q is another instru tion of one
of the forms given here (note that there may be nested while instru tions).
The rst instru tion of  is `input(x1; x2 ; : : : ; xl )' and the last instru tion is `output
(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xl )', for some l where 1  l  k. The variables x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xl are the inputoutput variables of , the variables xl+1 ; xl+2 ; : : : ; xk are the free variables of  and,
further, any free variable of  never appears on the left-hand side of an assignment
instru tion nor in a guess instru tion. Essentially, free variables appear in  as if they
were onstant symbols.
A program s heme  2 NPSA(1) over  with t free variables, say, takes a stru ture A and t additional values from jAj, one for ea h free variable of , as input;
that is, an expansion A0 of A by adjoining t additional onstants. The program
s heme  omputes on A0 in the obvious way ex ept that:
 any array A of arity d is indexed by d-tuples of elements of jAj and every array
element takes a value from jAj;
 exe ution of the instru tion `guess xi ' non-deterministi ally assigns an element
of jAj to the variable xi ;
 the onstants 0 and max are interpreted as two arbitrary but distin t elements
of jAj; and
 initially, every input-output variable and every array element is assumed to have
the value 0.
Note that throughout a omputation of , the value of any free variable does not
hange. The expansion A0 of the stru ture A is a epted by , and we write A0 j=
, if, and only if, there exists a omputation of  on this expansion su h that the
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output-instru tion is rea hed with all input-output variables having the value max
(in parti ular, some omputations might not be terminating). We an easily build
the usual `if' and `if-then-else' instru tions using while instru tions (see, for example,
[16℄): hen eforth, we shall assume that these instru tions are at our disposal.
We want the lasses of stru tures a epted by our program s hemes to be problems,
i.e., losed under isomorphism, and so we only ever onsider program s hemes  where
a stru ture is a epted by  when 0 and max are given two distin t values from the
universe of the stru ture if, and only if, it is a epted no matter whi h pair of distin t
values is hosen for 0 and max. Consequently, not every program s heme, built as
above, is well-formed. This is analogous to how we build two onstant symbols (or
a su essor relation) into a logi as des ribed earlier. Furthermore, we an build a
su essor relation into the program s hemes of NPSA(1) so as to obtain the lass of
program s hemes NPSAs (1). As with our logi s, we write NPSA(1) and NPSAs (1)
to also denote the lass of problems a epted by the program s hemes of NPSA(1)
and NPSAs (1), respe tively. It was proven in [16℄ that a problem is in the omplexity
lass PSPACE if, and only if, it is in NPSAs (1).
Hen eforth, we think of the program s hemes of NPSA(1) as being written in the
style of a omputer program. That is, ea h instru tion is written on one line and
while instru tions (and, similarly, if and if-then-else instru tions) are split so that
`while ' do' appears on one line, ` 1 ' appears on the next, ` 2 ' on the next, and so
on (of ourse, if any i is a while, if or if-then-else instru tion then it is split over
a number of lines in the same way). The instru tions are labelled 1, 2, and so on,
a ording to the line they appear on. In parti ular, every instru tion is onsidered to
be an assignment, a guess or a test. An instantaneous des ription (ID ) of a program
s heme on some input onsists of the number of the instru tion about to be exe uted,
a value for ea h variable and values for all array elements. A partial ID onsists of
just the number of the instru tion about to be exe uted and a value for ea h variable.
One step in a program s heme omputation is the exe ution of one instru tion, whi h
takes one ID to another, and we say that a program s heme an move from one ID
to another if there exists a sequen e of steps taking the former ID to the latter.
We now extend the lass of program s hemes NPSA(1).
De nition 2 Let  be some signature. For some m  1, let the program s heme
 2 NPSA(2m 1) be over the signature  and involve the variables x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk .
Suppose that the variables x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xl are the input-output variables of , the variables xl+1 ; xl+2 ; : : : ; xl+s are the free variables, and the remaining variables are the
bound variables (note that if m = 1 then  has no bound variables but that this may
not be the ase if m > 1). Let xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xip be free variables of , for some p su h
that 1  p  s. Then
8xi1 8xi2 : : : 8xip 
is a program s heme of NPSA(2m), whi h we denote by 0 , with no input-output
variables, with free variables those of fxl+1 ; xl+2 ; : : : ; xl+s g n fxi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xip g and
with the remaining variables of fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g as its bound variables.
A program s heme su h as 0 takes expansions A0 of -stru tures A by adjoining
s p onstants as input (one for ea h free variable), and 0 a epts su h an expansion
A0 if, and only if, for every expansion A00 of A0 by p additional onstants (one for
ea h variable xij ), A00 j= .
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Note that the di erent omputations of  on expansions A00 of A0 , in De nition 2,
are all su h that all arrays are initialised to 0. Also, note that for 0 to be well-formed,
we require that  is well-formed.
De nition 3 Let  be some signature. A program s heme 0 2 NPSA(2m 1), for
some m  2, over the signature  and involving the variables of fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g,

is formed exa tly as are the program s hemes of NPSA(1), with the input-output
and free variables de ned a ordingly, ex ept that the test in some while instru tion
is a program s heme  2 NPSA(2m 2) whose free and bound variables are all
from fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g (note that  has no input-output variables). However, there are
further stipulations:
 all free variables in any test  2 NPSA(2m 2) in any while instru tion are
input-output or free variables of 0 ;
 the bound variables of 0 onsist of all bound variables of any test  2
NPSA(2m 2) in any while instru tion (and no bound variable is ever an inputoutput or free variable of ); and
 this a ounts for all variables of fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk g.
Of ourse, any free variable of 0 never appears on the left-hand side of an assignment
instru tion or in a guess instru tion.
A program s heme 0 2 NPSA(2m 1) takes expansions A0 of -stru tures A by
adjoining s onstants as input, where s is the number of free variables, and omputes
on A0 in the obvious way ex ept that when some while instru tion is en ountered,
the test, whi h is a program s heme  2 NPSA(2m 2), is evaluated a ording to
the expansion of A0 by the urrent values of any relevant input-output variables of 0
(whi h may be free in ). In order to evaluate this test, all arrays in  are initialised
to 0 and when the test has been evaluated the omputation of 0 resumes a ordingly
with its arrays having exa tly the same values as they had immediately before the
test was evaluated.

Again, note that for 0 to be well-formed, we require that  is well-formed.
In a program s heme su h as 0 in De nition 3, the only information whi h an
be `passed' to a test evaluation is the urrent values of the relevant input-output or
free variables. Arrays an not be used to pass information a ross.
A simple analysis yields that we an build the usual `if' and `if-then-else' instru tions in the program s hemes of NPSA(m), for all odd m  1. Indeed, hen eforth we
assume that these instru tions are at our disposal.
Amongst the results proven in [21℄ are that the lass of problems a epted by the
program s hemes of NPSA: has a zero-one law; is realizable as the lass of problems
de ned by the senten es of a ertain ve torized Lindstrom logi ; ontains problems not
de nable in bounded-variable in nitary logi ; and aptures PSPACE in the presen e
of a built-in su essor relation (the reader is referred to, for example, [5℄ for more on
bounded-variable in nitary logi and zero-one laws).
We an now de ne the lass of program s hemes NPSB(i) within NPSA(i), for
any i = 1; 2; : : : ; as being those programs s hemes where all assignment instru tions
with an array symbol involved in the term on the left-hand side of the assignment
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are su h that the term on the right-hand side of the assignment is max. That is, an
array element an only be set to the value max (after starting o at the value 0) and
on e set, it stays at the value max thereafter. The lass of program s hemes NPSB
is de ned as [1
i=1 NPSB(i).
Let us illustrate how a program s heme of NPSB(1) a epts a problem with the
following lemma.
Lemma 4 The problem CUB an be a epted by a program s heme of NPSB (1).
Proof It was shown in [21℄ that CUB is in NPSA(1): however, the program s heme

used there to a ept CUB is not in NPSB(1). Nevertheless, the basi approa h an
be amended to yield a program s heme of NPSB(1).
Let G be a 2 -stru ture. We begin by `guessing' a set of distin t edges in the
graph G . We use two array symbols, B1 and B2 , of arity 3 to store these guessed
edges. In parti ular, if our rst guessed edge is (u1 ; v1 ), having he ked that (u1 ; v1 )
is indeed an edge of G , we set B1 [0; 0; u1℄ = max and B2 [0; 0; v1 ℄ = max. Next,
we guess an edge (u2 ; v2 ), he k to see whether this edge is indeed an edge of G
and then he k to see whether this edge is di erent from (u1 ; v1 ). If so then we set
B1 [u1 ; v1 ; u2 ℄ = max and B2 [u1 ; v1 ; v2 ℄ = max: otherwise, we set B1 [u1 ; v1 ; max℄ =
max and B2 [u1 ; v1 ; max℄ = max and stop guessing. Assuming that we have not yet
stopped guessing, we guess an edge (u3 ; v3 ), he k to see whether this edge is indeed an
edge of G and then he k to see whether this edge is di erent from (u1 ; v1 ) and (u2 ; v2 ).
If so then we set B1 [u2 ; v2 ; u3℄ = max and B2 [u2 ; v2 ; v3 ℄ = max: otherwise, we set
B1 [u2 ; v2 ; max℄ = max and B2 [u2 ; v2 ; max℄ = max and stop guessing. We ontinue
in this fashion until the guessing stage stops when e we have a list of distin t edges
of G .
Finally, we he k to see whether the guessed set of edges indu es a regular subgraph
of G of degree 3. It is lear that this whole pro ess an be implemented by a program
s heme of NPSB(1): hen e, the result follows.
Using Theorem 1, and allowing a ess to a built-in su essor relation, we an easily
modify the program s heme impli it in the proof of Lemma 4 so that it a epts any
given problem in NP (essentially, we have simply to `ve torize' the program s heme).
Conversely, any problem in NPSBs (1) is in NP. Hen e, we have the following orollary.
Corollary 5 As lasses of problems, NP = NPSB s (1).

Now for an important remark. As the de nition of our lass of program s hemes
NPSA(1), for example, stands, we do not know whether the program s hemes in this
lass form a logi in Gurevi h's sense. However, there is a logi de ning exa tly the
problems a epted by the program s hemes of NPSA(1).
The following de nitions are essential to what follows. Let  be some signature
and let A and B be -stru tures. If jAj  jBj and
 for every relation symbol R of , RA is RB restri ted to jAj; and
 for every onstant symbol C of , C A = C B ,
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then we say that A is a sub-stru ture of B and write A  B. If the problem over 
is su h that for all -stru tures A and B for whi h A  B, it is ne essarily the ase
that A 2 implies B 2 , then we say that is losed under extensions . Let EXT
be the lass of all problems that are losed under extensions.
Lemma 6 Every problem in NPSA(1) is losed under extensions.
Proof Let be a problem over the signature  a epted by the program s heme 
of NPSA(1). Let A and B be -stru tures su h that A  B, and suppose that A j= .
Consider the program s heme  on input B where 0 and max are hosen to be distin t
elements of jAj. By `mirroring' an a epting omputation of  on input A, with the
hosen 0 and max, we obtain an a epting omputation of  on input B (the fa t that
all tests in while, if and if-then-else instru tions are quanti er-free rst-order enables
us to do this). Hen e, B 2 .
Theorem 7 There is a logi apturing the lass of problems NPSA(1).
Proof Let  be any program s heme built as are the program s hemes of NPSA(1)
but so that  might not be well-formed and so that  has no free variables. We shall
build a well-formed program s heme f () 2 NPSA(1). Let x be the input-output
variables of . The program s heme f () beings with ode whi h guesses two distin t
values for the variables z0 and zm whi h we assume do not o ur in x. Moreover, we
ensure that the onstant symbols 0 and max are not used in this portion of ode. Next,
we in lude ode to guess a list of distin t elements of the form z0 ; w1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wk ; zm ,
for some k  0, of the input stru ture whi h we store using a new array symbol
B of arity 1 whi h we assume does not appear in . These values are stored via:
B [z0 ℄ = w1 ; B [w1 ℄ := w2 ; : : :; B [wk ℄ = zm . Again, we ensure that we do not use the
onstant symbols 0 and max in this fragment of ode and that the variables z0 and
zm do not appear in a guess instru tion or on the left-hand side of an assignment
instru tion (of ourse, we an use the fa t that the value of z0 is di erent from the
value of zm in this fragment of ode).
Next, we in lude in f () an amended version of  where we strip away the inputand output-instru tions, and we repla e every o urren e of the onstant symbol 0 or
max with the variable z0 or zm , respe tively. We also `guard' every guess instru tion
as follows. We repla e every guess instru tion guess xi with the following fragment
of ode (where s and t are new variables):
guess xi
s := z0
t := z0
while s = z0 do
if xi = t then
s := zm
else
if

od

fi

t 6= zm then
t := B [t℄
fi
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Consequently, we are restri ting guesses to the list of elements held in the array B .
Finally, we he k to see whether the variables of x are set all set at zm and if they are
then we signal a eptan e by setting every variable to max; otherwise we set every
variable to 0 (note that this is the only pla e where either of the the onstant symbols
0 and max appear in f ()).
An immediate observation is that regardless of , the program s heme f () is a
well-formed program s heme of NPSA(1). Suppose that  is well-formed and that
A j= . Then A j= f () also (we guess the list of elements held in B to be the whole
of the universe jAj and mirror an a epting omputation of  on input A). Conversely,
suppose that  is well-formed and that A j= f (). Then there exists a substru ture B
of A su h that B j= . However, by Lemma 6, the problem a epted by the program
s heme  is losed under extensions; and so A j= . Thus, if  is well-formed then 
and f () a ept exa tly the same problem.
The lass of program s hemes

ff () :  is built as are the program s hemes of NPSA(1) but so that 
might not be well-formedg
is learly a logi , in Gurevi h's sense, and so the result follows.
We an amend the program s heme f () of the proof of Theorem 7 so that if  is
built as are the program s hemes of NPSB(1) then f () is also a program s heme of
NPSB(1) as follows. We repla e the array symbol B with an array symbol C of arity
2, and any assignment of the form B [w1 ℄ := w2 , say, in the program s heme f () with
an assignment C [w1 ; w2 ℄ := zm (together with some onsequent adjustments in tests
in whi h B appears). Hen e, we obtain the following immediate orollary.
Corollary 8 There is a logi apturing the lass of problems NPSB(1).

We now equate the omplexity-theoreti question of whether the omplexity lasses

NP and PSPACE are equal with that of whether the lasses of problems NPSB(1)

and NPSA(1) are equal (we emphasise that we are not assuming the existen e of a
built-in su essor relation).
Theorem 9 PSPACE \ EXT = NPSA(1) and NP \ EXT = NPSB (1).

Proof Let be some problem in PSPACE \EXT . By [16℄, there exists a program
s heme  2 NPSAs (1) a epting . Modify  to obtain the program s heme f () 2
NPSA(1) as follows. In f (), begin by guessing a su essor relation; that is, when A
is some input stru ture, guess elements u1 ; u2; : : : ; um 2 jAj so that
B [0℄ = u1 ; B [u1 ℄ = u2; : : : ; B [um ℄ = max;

where B is a new array symbol and where the elements of f0; u1; u2 ; : : : ; um ; maxg
are distin t (this latter ondition an be he ked as we guess). Repla e any atomi
relation of the form su (x; y) in  with the formula y = B [x℄, and guard every guess
instru tion as in the proof of Theorem 7. We need to show that a eptan e by the
program s heme f () is invariant with respe t to 0 and max and that f () a epts
the problem .
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Suppose that A 2 . Then A is a epted by  no matter whi h su essor relation
is hosen for su in . Choose distin t 00 and max0 in jAj and a su essor relation
su 0 on jAj (with minimal and maximal elements the hosen elements 00 and max0 ).
In parti ular,  a epts A with these onstants and this su essor relation. Consider
a omputation of f () on input A where the guessed su essor relation is su 0 .
Then there exists a omputation of f () mirroring any a epting omputation of  on
input A with this parti ular su essor relation. That is, A is a epted by f () and
a eptan e does not depend upon the hosen onstants 0 and max.
Conversely, suppose that A is a epted by f (), with respe t to some guessed
su essor relation, all it su 0 (whose domain need not be all of jAj), with minimal
and maximal elements 00 and max0 . Let B be the sub-stru ture of A whose domain
is the domain of this su essor relation. Then B is a epted by  when the su essor
relation is taken as su 0 (note that the domain of su 0 is the whole of jBj). Hen e,
B 2 . However, is losed under extensions and so A 2 . But we have seen from
above that if A 2 then A is a epted by f () and a eptan e does not depend upon
the hosen onstants 0 and max. Thus, a eptan e by f () is invariant with respe t
to 0 and max; and PSPACE \ EXT  NPSA(1). The fa t that every problem
in NPSA(1) an be solved by a polynomial-spa e algorithm is straight-forward; and
every problem in NPSA(1) is losed under extensions by Lemma 6.
Now onsider a problem 2 NP \ EXT a epted by the program s heme  2
NPSBs (1). We pro eed as above, and de ne a program s heme f () 2 NPSB(1),
ex ept with the following amendment. In NPSB(1), we are only allowed assignments
to array elements of the form B [x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk ℄ := max and so we need some way of
en oding our guessed su essor relation. We en ode our relation as
B [0; u1℄ = max; B [u1 ; u2 ℄ = max; : : : ; B [um ; max℄ = max;

where B is a new array symbol. Of ourse, we ensure that the elements of f0; u1; u2 ;
: : : ; um ; maxg are distin t as we guess. Note that we need to remember the previously
guessed element, ui , so that we know to set B [ui ; ui+1 ℄ equal to max. We also need
to modify our ode so that an atomi relation of the form su (x; y) is repla ed by
the formula B [x; y℄ = max. Arguing as above yields the result.
Corollary 10 NP = PSPACE if, and only if, NPSA(1) = NPSB (1).
Proof If NP = PSPACE then NP \EXT = PSPACE \EXT ; and so NPSA(1) =
NPSB(1) by Theorem 9. Conversely, if NPSA(1) = NPSB(1) then NPSAs (1) =
NPSBs (1); and so NP = PSPACE by [16℄ and Corollary 5.

Corollary 10 is somewhat surprising given that every problem in NPSA(1) (and so
NPSB(1)) is losed under extensions and so has a zero-one law (in fa t, a `one-law').
Note that a lass of problems ea h of whi h has a zero-one law an not ontain, for
example, the ( omputationally trivial) problem onsisting of all those stru tures of
even size.
It is also the ase that CUB 2 NSPB(1), by Lemma 4, and that CUB is not
de nable in bounded-variable in nitary logi , by [20℄. Consequently, NPSB(1) (and
so NPSA(1)) an not be realized as a fragment of bounded-variable in nitary logi ,
unlike the logi s in [1, 2, 4℄ mentioned in the Introdu tion.
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4 Partitioned Petri nets
In this se tion, we show that the lass of problems NPSB(1) has a omplete problem
via quanti er-free rst-order translations with two built-in onstants. The parti ular
omplete problem is somewhat ontrived and pe uliar in that it involves Petri nets
whose pla es are partitioned into disjoint sets (these sets govern the types of transition that an exist within the Petri net). Nevertheless, the fa t that our problem is
omplete ultimately enables us to obtain a hara terization of the lass of problems
NPSB as those problems de ned by the senten es of a ve torized Lindstrom logi
whose asso iated operator orresponds to our omplete problem.
Our notion of a Petri net is as usual and the reader is referred to, for example,
[6℄ where basi Petri net notions and on epts are de ned (this referen e also gives
details of numerous omplexity-theoreti results on erning fundamental problems in
Petri nets).
De nition 11 De ne b = hP; Q; M; T1 ; T2 ; T3 ; C; Di where P , Q, M , T1 , T2 and
T3 are relation symbols of arities 1, 1, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respe tively, and C and D are
onstant symbols. Let P be a b -stru ture. We an think of the elements of jPj as
being the pla es of a Petri net and the relations P and Q as des ribing two partitions

of these pla es. We an think of:
 the relation T1 as des ribing the set of transitions

f(fug; fvg) : u; v 2 P; T1 (u; v) holdsg;
 the relation T2 as des ribing the set of transitions
f(fu; wg; fv; wg) : u; v 2 P; w 62 P; T2 (u; v; w) holdsg;
and
 the relation T3 as des ribing the set of transitions

f(fu; wg; fv; w0 g) : u; v 2 P; w; w0 62 P; w 2 Q; w0 62 Q; T3(u; v; w; w0 ) holdsg:
Furthermore, we an think of the relation M and the onstant C as des ribing an
initial marking of our Petri net via: there is one token on pla e u if, and only if,
(M (u) ^ :P (u) ^ Q(u)) _ u = C holds. We de ne the problem b as

fP 2 STRUCT(b ) : there is a marking rea hable from the initial marking
in whi h there is at least one token on the pla e Dg:
Note that the Petri nets obtained from b -stru tures are severely restri ted.
Note that the transitions en oded within a b -stru ture P are of one of four types,
as depi ted in Fig. 1. Note also that the relations T1 , T2 and T3 of P might have
additional tuples in them that do not a e t how we think of P as a Petri net. We shall
dis uss why our problem b is as it is later on. The proof of the following theorem is
similar to those in [21℄.
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Theorem 12 There is a quanti er-free rst-order translation with two built-in onstants from any problem in NPSB (1) to the problem b . Hen e, b is omplete for
NPSB (1) via quanti er-free rst-order translations with two built-in onstants.
Proof Let  be a program s heme of NPSB(1) over some signature  in whi h if

and if-then-else instru tions might o ur. W.l.o.g., we may assume that array symbols
only appear in assignment instru tions, that there is only one array symbol, B , and
that this array symbol has arity d  1. We assume that  has no free variables and
that the input-output variables of  are x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk .
P

not P
not Q

Q
T1 transitions

P

not P
not Q

P

Q

not P
not Q

Q

T2 transitions

P

not P
not Q

Q
T3 transitions

Figure 1. The di erent types of transitions.
Let A be a -stru ture of size n  2. An element u = (u0 ; u1; : : : ; uk ) of
f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk en odes a partial ID of  on input A via: a omputation of 
on A is about to exe ute instru tion u0 and the variables x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk urrently
have the values u1 ; u2 ; : : : ; uk , respe tively. Hen eforth, we identify partial IDs of 
and the elements of f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk . A (full ) ID is a partial ID augmented with a
valuation on all array elements.
We now build a Petri net P , as in De nition 11, using  and A. Our Petri net
P has a set of pla es onsisting of the set f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk in union with the set
fw0; wm : w 2 jAjd g. The sets of pla es P and Q are
P = f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk and Q = fw0 : w 2 jAjd g:
Let u 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk .
Suppose that the instru tion u0 does not involve the array symbol B and it is
possible for  on input A to move from any ID whose partial ID is u to an ID whose
partial ID is v in one step. Then the transition (fug; fvg) is in T1 .
Suppose that the instru tion u0 is of the form xj := B [xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ℄ and
it is possible for  on input A to move from any ID whose partial ID is u to
an ID whose partial ID is v in one step (be ause the value of B [xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ℄,
whi h is 0 or max, is su h that  on input A an move from an ID whose partial
ID is u to an ID whose partial ID is v in one step). Then both of the transitions (fu; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )0 g; fv; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )0 g) and (fu; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )m g;
fv; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )m g) are in T2 .
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Suppose that the instru tion u0 is of the form B [xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xid ℄ := max and it is
possible for  on input A to move from an ID whose partial ID is u to an ID whose partial ID is v in one step. Then the transition (fu; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )m g; fv; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ;
uid )m g) is in T2 and the transition (fu; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )0 g; fv; (ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uid )m g)
is in T3 .
Our initial marking M of P is su h that there is one token on ea h pla e of
fw0 : w 2 jAjd g, C is de ned as the pla e (1; 0) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk and D is
de ned as the pla e (l; max) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lg  jAjk .
It is not diÆ ult to see that our Petri net P (that is, our b -stru ture P ) an be
des ribed in terms of the -stru ture A using quanti er-free rst-order formulae (in
whi h 0 and max appear). Consequently, in order for the result to follow we need to
show that  j= A if, and only if, P 2 b ; and that b 2 NPSB(1).
Suppose that  j= A. Then there is a sequen e s of (full, not partial) IDs starting
at the initial ID (where all variables have the value 0, where the instru tion to be
exe uted is instru tion 1 and where the array B has the value 0 throughout) and
ending in a nal ID (where all variables have the value max and where the instru tion
to be exe uted is instru tion l) su h that  moves from one ID in s to the next in one
step. We an mirror any ID with a marking of our Petri net P as follows. If the ID
onsists of the partial ID u 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lg jAjk together with some valuation on the
array B then the pla e u is marked with one token as are the pla es of
fw0 : w 2 jAjd ; B [w℄ = 0g [ fwm : w 2 jAjd ; B [w℄ = maxg:
Note that the initial ID of  orresponds to the initial marking of P . A simple analysis
yields that if  on input A moves from one ID to another in one step then the Petri
net an re a transition to move from the marking orresponding to the rst ID to a
marking orresponding to the subsequent ID; and onversely. Hen e, A j=  if, and
only if, P 2 b .
All that remains is to show that b 2 NPSB(1). There are two essential diÆ ulties
in deriving a program s heme to a ept b . First, a b -stru ture P might be su h
that a rea hable marking involves more than one token on some pla e; and we need
to ater for this event when we simulate a omputation in P in an exe ution of a
program s heme on input P . Se ond, we need to keep tra k of where tokens are in
a way whi h avoids us modelling the fa t that a token is on a pla e simply by using
an array indexed by the pla e names; for we are not allowed to register that a token
has moved from a pla e by assigning some array element the value 0 (re all, the only
assignment instru tion allowed on an array element is to set that element to max).
Our Petri net P is su h that initially there is at most one token, all it t, on a
pla e p for whi h P (p) holds and there is at most one token on every pla e p for
whi h :P (p) ^ Q(p) holds. No other tokens are involved in the initial marking. Also,
transitions are su h that we an imagine the token t as being moved from pla e to
pla e amongst the pla es p for whi h P (p) holds, and we an imagine every other
token either staying where it is, after some transition, or being moved from a pla e p
for whi h :P (p) ^ Q(p) holds to a pla e q for whi h :P (q) ^ :Q(p) holds, and then
staying where it is thereafter.
As regards our rst diÆ ulty, we do not need to a tually monitor how many tokens
lie on any pla e p for whi h :P (p) ^ :Q(p) holds but only whether there is at least
one token on p. This obviates the need to ount tokens. As regards our se ond
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diÆ ulty, in order to de ide whether (at least) one token lies on some pla e p for
whi h :P (p) ^ :Q(p) holds, we simply need to have a dedi ated array B1 , of arity
1, so that whenever a token is pla ed on su h a pla e p then B1 [p℄ is set at max:
on e B1 [p℄ has been set to max we know that there will be a token on that pla e
thereafter. In order to de ide whether (at least) one token lies on some pla e p for
whi h :P (p) ^ Q(p) holds, we use the array B2 , of arity 1, to register when the token
originally on the pla e p (if there was one) is rst moved from p by setting B2 [p℄ equal
to max at this point. Consequently, if we wish to know whether there is a token on
su h a pla e p, we test to see whether M (p) ^ B2 [p℄ = 0 holds. Finally, we model
the movement of the solitary token t (if it exists) by using a dedi ated variable, x
say: that is, the token t is on pla e p if, and only if, x has the value p. Given the
above dis ussion, it is straightforward to see that the problem b an be a epted by
a program s heme of NPSB(1), and so the result follows.
The following is immediate from Corollary 5.
Corollary 13 The problem
translations with su essor.

b

is omplete for NP via quanti er-free rst-order

Theorem 12 tells us that any problem a epted by a program s heme of NPSB(1)
an be des ribed by a senten e of the form
b [x P (x); x Q (x); x M (x); x; y 1 (x; y); x; y; z 2 (x; y; z);
x; y; z; w 3 (x; y; z; w)℄(u; v);
where: jxj = jyj = jzj = jwj = k, for some k  1, and all variables are distin t; P ,
Q , M , 1 , 2 and 3 are quanti er-free rst-order formulae over b [ f0; maxg;
and u and v are k-tuples of onstant symbols (moreover, the senten e is su h that
satis ability is independent of 0 and max).
An analogous result to Theorem 12, ex ept where the lass of program s hemes is
NPSA(1) and the problem is a , was proven in [21℄. The problem a is de ned as
follows.
De nition 14 Let the signature a = hT1 ; T3; M; C i, where M is a unary relation
symbol, T1 is a binary relation symbol, T3 is a relation symbol of arity 4 and C is a
onstant symbol. We an envisage a a -stru ture A as a Petri net whose pla es are
given by jAj and whose transitions are given by T1 and T2 via:
 there is a transition (fxg; fyg) whose input pla e is fxg and whose output pla e
is fyg if, and only if, T1 (x; y) holds; and
 there is a transition (fx1 ; x2 g; fy1; y2 g) whose input pla es are fx1 ; x2 g and
whose output pla es are fy1 ; y2g if, and only if, T3 (x1 ; x2 ; y1; y2 ) holds, where
x1 6= x2 and y1 6= y2 .
The relation M an be seen as providing an initial marking (with one token on pla e p
if, and only if, M (p) holds) and the onstant C as providing a nal marking ( onsisting
of one token on the pla e C ).
A a -stru ture A, i.e., a Petri net, omplete with inital and nal markings, where
every transition has either 2 input pla es and 2 output pla es or 1 input pla e and 1
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output pla e, is in the problem a if, and only if, there is a marking overing the nal
marking that is rea hable from the initial marking, i.e., there is a rea hable marking
in whi h there is at least one token on the pla e C .
Theorem 15 [21℄ There is a quanti er-free rst-order translation with two built-in
onstants from any problem in NPSA(1) to the problem a . Hen e, a is omplete for
NPSA(1) via quanti er-free rst-order translations with two built-in onstants, and
also for PSPACE via quanti er-free rst-order translations with su essor.

Corollary 16 The following are equivalent.
(a ) NP = PSPACE.

(b ) NPSB (1) = NPSA(1).
( ) 1b [FO ℄ = 1a [FO ℄.
(d ) The problems b and a are equivalent via quanti
with two built-in onstants.

er-free rst-order translations

Proof Corollary 10 yields (a ) , (b ). Theorems 12 and 15 yield (b ) , (d ).
Suppose that ( ) holds. Then a 2 1b [FO℄ and so a is in NP. But a is
PSPACE- omplete, by Theorem 15, and so (a ) holds. Conversely, suppose that (d )
holds. Then a an be de ned by a senten e ' of 1b [FO℄ with two built-in onstants.
However, if we repla e 0 and max in ' with two new variables y and z , respe tively,
to get '0 , then the senten e 9y9z (y 6= z ^ '0 ) of 1b [FO℄ de nes a and there are no

built-in onstants. Hen e, ( ) holds.
It is interesting to ompare Corollary 16 with Abiteboul and Vianu's result mentioned in the Introdu tion. Of ourse, their result is for P and PSPACE whilst
ours is for NP and PSPACE but there are other interesting di eren es. Their result, like similar results subsequently proven by Abiteboul, Vardi and Vianu [2℄ and
Dawar [4℄, is for logi s realizable as fragments of L!1! , whereas our result is for logi s
not so realizable (re all, the lasses of problems a epted by the program s hemes
of NPSA(1) and NPSB(1) an be aptured by logi s). Also, whilst any problem denable by a senten e of L!1! has a zero-one law, any problem of NPSA(1) is losed
under extensions (and so has a `1-law'): of ourse, whilst any problem in 1a [FO℄ or
1 [FO℄ has a zero-one law, there are problems in these lasses whi h are not losed
b
under extensions. Finally, not only do we equate whether NP = PSPACE with the
logi al question of whether NPSB(1) = NPSA(1) but we also equate it with whether
two omplete problems for these lasses are equivalent (with respe t to quanti er-free
rst-order translations with two built-in onstants). There is no su h equivalen e
asso iated with any of the results of [1, 2, 4℄.
A simple indu tion, allied with the proof of Theorem 12, yields that the lass of
problems NPSB an be realized as the lass of problems de nable by the senten es of
the ve torized Lindstrom logi ( b ) [FO℄ (the built-in onstants 0 and max an be
dispensed with as in the proof of Corollary 16).
Corollary 17 NPSB = ( b ) [FO ℄.
Corollary 17 should be ompared with the result, proven in [21℄, that NPSA =
( a ) [FO℄.
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5 Con lusions
We would like to involve the full ve torized Lindstrom logi s ( b ) [FO℄ and
( a ) [FO℄ (or even the positive fragments b [FO℄ and a [FO℄) in results similar
to Corollary 16. Let us make some observations about these logi s.
(a ) For a logi ( ) [FO℄, denote by ( )1 [FO℄ the fragment where the operator
does not appear nested in any formula of this fragment. By [17℄,
( b ) [FOs ℄ = ( b )1 [FOs ℄ = LNP
(it was proven in [17℄ that an analogous result holds with the operator HP,
orresponding to the problem of de iding whether there is a Hamiltonian path
in a digraph from one vertex to another, repla ing the operator b : our result
then follows).
(b ) By Corollary 16,
if NP = PSPACE then ( b ) [FO℄ = ( a ) [FO℄:
However, we annot dedu e that if NP = PSPACE then b [FO℄ = a [FO℄.
It may be the ase that although a and b are equivalent via quanti er-free
rst-order translations with two built-in onstants, the translation from a to
b might negate some of the relation symbols of a so that formulae involving
positive nested appli ations of a translate to formulae of ( b ) [FO℄, not
 [FO℄.
b
( ) On the other hand,
if b [FO℄ = a [FO℄ then NP = PSPACE;
as it is not diÆ ult to see that any problem de nable in b [FO℄ is in NP; and
if ( b ) [FO℄ = ( a ) [FO℄ then LNP = PSPACE:
Ideally, we would like to equate the statements `NP = PSPACE' and ` b [FO℄ =
a [FO℄'; and the statements `LNP = PSPACE' and `( b ) [FO℄ = ( a ) [FO℄',
but as yet are unable to do so.
Many of our diÆ ulties stem from the fa t that we are dealing with the omplexity lass NP whi h is not known to be losed under omplementation. If we
were onsidering P, for example, in pla e of NP then su h diÆ ulties would not
arise. However, our results are possible be ause we an guess a su essor relation in
NPSB(1) and NPSA(1) (even though the domain of the guessed su essor relation
might not be the whole of the domain of the input stru ture), and we do not as yet
have a polynomial-time lass of program s hemes within whi h we an do likewise.
The best polynomial-time lass of program s hemes we have at present is the lass
of program s hemes NPSS(1), onsidered in [3℄, whi h are essentially the program
s hemes of NPSA(1) without arrays but with a ess to a sta k (non-determinism is
retained, though). It is not lear how we might guess a su essor relation within this
formalism.
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